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I - INTRODl'CTION 
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Any incident beam whose polarizsat1on is onented at 45 c 
to the plane of mc1dence {equivalent to the plane of Fig l ), can be split into m·o orthogonal polarizations, p and s. respectively parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence We can consider that these two orthogonally polanzed (}utput beams interfere independently inside the interferometer After a simple total reflection for each direction of propagation , these beams acquire a phase difference ulb derived from the Fresnel fom1ulae 

from which \\ e deduce 

(o_·j nit ✓n�sin:r-ltan! _r- = _;._:.,_;_ ___ _ \ 2 , COS i 

I (j) \ .Jn � sin= 1 - Itan -' I = --------
11 2 .i n COSl ' . � 

(�\-©,\] l1 Lia>J' cosi-/sin�i-1/n�tanl = tan - = 2 4 sin: i 
\ I 

( 2 I) 

(2.2) 

where I ts the beam angle of incidence on the total reflecting surface and ng is the refractive index of the medium An angle of incidence i-=55c is necessary to obtain a 90c phase shift at .i-.=633nm with an optical block made from Schott BK7 glass (n!'.= l.515) At the output of the optical block. a polarizing beam splitting cube separates the p and s components of the polarization The two output intensitres are 
l I,, = -;-(l + COS(j)) 

I . 
)I,= �(l + sin(;'.) C 3) 

,vhere l,, 1s proportional to the intensity The quantity (;'.) = 2rr..::.:._2nD = (k + E )2rr is the output 
C phase of the interferometer , c 1s the speed of light m vacuum. n and v 1 are defined above. D 1s the distance tO be measured. k is the integer pan of the Interference order and r 1s the fractional part From the output beam of the imerferometer and using two perpendicular polanzers set m front of detectors. v.e obtain the tV.

i

O signals tn phase quadrature given m (:2 3) 
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A 

B 

Fig lnterferometnc set-up OB optical block CC comercube. P polanzer. D, and D, 
cosine and sme detectors. \.·1 and D�·1 multiplexer and demultiplexer. D distance to 

measure . v, and Va ' source A frequencies . v,. source B frequenC\ 

After an appropriate electronic treatment (subtraction of DC levels and mtens1tv normal1sat1onl. 
these two signals are reduced to 

I;. : COStp 

l. ::: Slll (fl
(2 4) 

f·or control purpose. t hese two quadrature signals can be Visualised hy sending. them to the inputs of 
an oscilloscope set to the XY configurauon The pos1t1on of t he spot g:1\eS d1rectlv a \'alue of 
c:i (Fig 2) Practical values of (j) are obtained b\' adequate computer treatment of these s,�nals 

y 

.\ 

h� �. L1ssa1ou iigure 

• -\ftercompuung. 1
0 

and I.are send tO an ·\·'D comerter and tc, a sine and cnsrne rnpu!s of a

re\·ers1ble counter This counter detem11nes the inte�er number of half fnn�es dunn� the scan of the
laser frequency
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Equation (3 1) constitutes the last step of the measurement since now the uncenaintv of D obtained

b,· step 2 permits a determination of k, The final uncertainty m D 1s obtained usrng equauon ( 3 l l 
and becomes 2.5nm ( 10·9 relative uncenainty for D=3m) 

3 - 2 - Experimental results

for the moment. we realised the first step of the measure. which consists in 

. deten111nmg s. 
- c0unting the number of fringes during the scan of the laser diode frequenc\' from v. to \';

. determining E
a 

Because the measure of E, and 2;is not simultaneous. we have to take into account any \'ibration or
themrnl expansion of our interferometer dunng the measuring time of around 30s So that v:e use a
second laser source which is a He-j,,;e laser at ii.,=633nm It works as a classical interferometer
.-\t last. the absolute distance Dis given by

C 
D =(M: +�f -d, }-

2:� \! 

- Va ( )d, --,r,-f, 
V

r 

The quanutv d, is the correction determined from the calculat1on oft, and c.; at the beginning and 
the end of the scan 
Distance measurements are made under vacuum ( 10-�mbar and 0. lmbar) at about 0.41 and 3m The 
reference hollow corner cube in then moved from about 77pm by mean of the piezoelectric 
transducer The panel below summarizes the results obtained by l 00 measurements each time The 
mean, alue. the expenmemal standard de\'latJon tesd}. the repeatability . the reproducibilirv and the 
global uncertatnt\' are calculated 

1 o·'mbar O. l mhar
3m 0.41m Jm OA!m 

l)(m) 2.956901 0.4 l l 941 2.956900 OAl 193b 

esd 1µm) 1.5 2.1 I.I 0.--13 

:q1eJtablill\ lllm) 1.2 l I 0.43 

reproducib i I It\' 2.8 l.' 2�5 (l 43
(Um) 

llllCCrtaint,· tum) l.4 I.I I.I 0.-B 
Corner cube around 

d1st1lacemcnt l um l 
D1m1 - . 2.956821 O-lll857

esd (Um) . . 0.9 0.8 
n:peatabilm ( urn I - - l l.'J..� 

reproduc1 b il rty - . l 0� 72 

(Um) 
unccnaint, wm I - - I 0.5 
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The uncertainty obta.med here is of the same order than theoretical uncertainty calculated into 3 - J 

The uncertainty 1s greater at 10·3mbar than 0.1 mbar because we worked v.ith the vacuum pump on 
we suppose that it is the cause of interference vibrations 

The displacement of the comer cube measured by the interferometer is 79µm 

We also exan1med the effect of the external temperature T (the variation 1s about 2°C) on the 
absolute distance D and we observe a linear relation between D and T The factor 1s 12.5µm.'°C at 

3m (Fig 3 l 
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Fig .3 a>Temperarure and absolute distance vs ume 
b) Absolute d1 stance vs temperature

• 

24.5 

\\e submnted the laser source at temperatures of 10. 20 and .rncc and we made absolute distance 

measurements at 3m as descnbed above The panel below shows the results 

10
°
C 20"C JO"C 

D t ml 2 956904 2.956906 2.9569[J"i 
t!n\.·1.:nar�H\ (llmi 2.6 l u 

\\'e also e,am1ned the correlation bet\\een the absolute distance measured as described above and the 

displacement determined bv the \'1s1b le source working as a classical interferometer (Fig 4) 
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We can see that the two curves have the same behaviour. the visible measurement 1s l .4him and the 
infrared one 1s 1.61 µm 

11 21 31 41 s, 61 71 81 91 

---var rouge\µ.m) 

,-.--Dim) 

Fig. 4 Absolute distance and visible measurement vs ume 

We prove that we can measure an absolute distance with an uncerta1ntv of 2 µm We show that a 
second source 1s necessary to make a correct measurement of D We show too that our svstem can 
detect any variation of D around a face value, 0.41 or 3 m 
If the method is applied to distance measurement in an the relative uncertainty will be increased to 
l 0-" because of the unknowledge of the refractive index n

4- \IEASURE\IENT IN AIR OR ANY GASEOUS \1EDIU\I

In order to make distance measurement m air (or another gaseous medium). a new type of source is 
used with the interferometer described above The source m question is an air wavelength standard 
developed at the BNM-INM (Bureau National de Metrologie-Insutut National de Metrologie) Its 

relanve uncenaintv �
i,
. is about l part 1n JO� and it 1s insensitive to the refractive index of the 

medium. generally air Fig 5 shows the pnnc1ple of this wavelength standard 

Laser 
source 

Electronic s,stem 

Beam
splitter 

Fabr, Pero\ ca\'11\ 

To interferometer 
Fig " Air wa\elength standard 

Deteeto1 
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The source is based on a plane-plane Fabrv Perot cav1n· with a zerodur spacer to which the silica 
mmors are opucallv adhered The gold coated mmors haw a ref1ec11,·11y of 97�o at 633nm and even 
h 1gher in the , nfrared ( l 5 SOn ml 
The design of this svstem allo\,·s one to determine unamb1guouslv the interference order k o f  the 
transm1ss1on peak to \\h1ch the frequenc, v, of a laser diode 1s locked after lock.mg. the frequencv 

of the laser source tracks m real nme the refractl\·e index fluctuauons such that m•, =constant The 
2e 

\\a\'elent!th of the source 1?:J\en b,· - remains unaltered This wavelenk!th 1s determined bv- - k 
- . 

mcasunng e. under \'acuum. with the help of an optical standard and the method of exact fracnons 
l. ::.in!:: th1 � s, stem. the three rreceding reference frequencies \' •. \','. and v0 are replaced bv the
rer·erencc \\ a, elength µ:nen b, a laser diode locked on different transm I ss1 on reaks of known
1rnerference orders The distance D 1s determined as descnbed abo,·e
fhe measurement uncena, nt\ 1s 11 mned b,· the wa\'elength standard tabout lo-� 1 and 1s free of 
refract\\·e inde, corrections 

� - CO'.\CIXSIO'.\ A'«D PERSPECTIVES

In th1:, rarer \Ve have outlined the pnnc1rles of distance measurements using a device based on a 
fringe counting s1�rman1eter and the concept of s,·nthetic wavelengths A prototype mterf erometer 
has been developed at CSO \ lesure 1n order to pro,·e the feasibility of the first step of the 
measurement We prove that \,·e can measure an absolute di stance up to 3m with an uncertaintv of 
2µm m using one svnthet1c \\a,·elength and the continuous scan between two frequencies It �ill 
Jllm, lL to I ink t\\·o discrete frequencies < svnthetic \\a,·elength about 3 I Oµm) thus reach an 
uncerta1ntv of 0.1 um Fmalh· we will use the basic \\a\·elength ( I .5µm l to measure the absolute 
distance \\·1th an absolute uncenaint,· about 3nm 
The next ster consists in associating our inten·erometer and the a1r·\\a,·elength standard and tc, shm, 
that .,,.e can make distance measurement in air w11hout am· problem 
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